Ethereum Metal

1. Disclaimer
PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU
SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL
ADVISOR(S).
The information set forth below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a
contractual relationship or obligations. The sole purpose of this Whitepaper is to present the Ethereum
Metal tokens to potential token holders in connection with the proposed ICO. While we make every
effort to ensure that any material in this white paper is accurate and up to date, such material in no way
constitutes the provision of professional advice. Ethereum Metal does not guarantee, and accepts no
legal liability whatsoever arising from or connected to, the accuracy, reliability, currency, or
completeness of any material contained in this white paper. Ethereum Metal token holders should seek
appropriate independent professional advice prior to relying on, or entering into any commitment or
transaction based on, material published in this Whitepaper, which material is purely published and
exists for reference purposes alone.
Ethereum Metal tokens will not be intended to constitute securities, digital currency, commodity, or any
other kind of financial instrument and has not been registered under relevant securities regulations,
including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in which a potential token holder is a resident. This white
paper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute
an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction.
Ethereum Metal does not provide any opinion on any advice to purchase, sell, or otherwise transact
with Ethereum Metal tokens and the fact of presentation of this white paper shall not form the basis of,
or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision. No person is bound to enter
into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the sale and purchase of Ethereum Metal

tokens, and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted based on this Whitepaper.
Ethereum Metal tokens cannot be used for any purposes other than as provided in this Whitepaper,
including but not limited to, any investment, specula ve or other ﬁnancial purposes.
Ethereum Metal token confers no other rights in any form, including but not limited to any ownership,
distribu on (including, but not limited to, proﬁt), redemp on, liquid

on, property (including all forms

of intellectual property), or other ﬁnancial or legal rights, other than those speciﬁcally set forth below.
While the community’s opinion and feedback can be considered, Ethereum Metal tokens do not give
any right to par cipate in decision-making or any direc on of business related to the Ethereum Metal
product or services. Ethereum Metal tokens can be used for purposes deﬁned in this Whitepaper. All
examples of the calcula on used in this paper were provided only for demonstra ng the industry’s
averages and do not cons tute a guarantee that these results will be achieved, according to the
marke ng plan or roadmap. Certain statements, es mates and ﬁnancial informa on contained herein
con

ute forward-looking statements or informa on. Such forward-looking statements or informa on

involve known and unknown risks and uncertain

, which may cause actual events or results to diﬀer

materially from the es mates or the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements.

2. Our Vision
Our vision for Ethereum Metal is more of an ideology. We believe that we are in an age of extreme
disruption to the status quo. An age that will eventually bring upon the dissolution of economic, racial,
gender, and judicial inequalities, and all other forms of social inequality that plague mankind from living
free and happy lives. Humans are becoming increasingly aware of the inadequacies of the oppressive
social framework that constitutes daily human living, and as we become more aware our ideas and
concepts are thus evolving. The evolution of our ideas and the desire to do things smarter and contrary
to the status quo. This is what essentially powered the creation of Bitcoin, and as a result, the complex
world of cryptocurrency has been conceived. All major power structures will have to suffer disruption in
this age. Uber and Lyft disrupted the taxi industry. Airbnb disrupted the hotel industry. Zipcar disrupted
the rental car industry. Online schools have disrupted the education industry. It is technology that serves
as the underlying essence of this great age of disruption, but the greatest disruption that could possibly
occur is the disruption of the Financial Industry. Cryptocurrency is wedging a stake through the very
heart of a once invincible power structure that indirectly controlled and regulated everything on earth.
Our purpose in creating Ethereum Metal is to: 1. Further promote and facilitate the adoption of
cryptocurrency for the world populace. 2. Promote the Ethereum protocol and the benefits that the
technology could offer to make human life more efficient. 3. Create another stable medium to trade
commodities that also increases exponentially in value, which in turn could serve as a better option to
savings accounts and traditional banking options with small percentage gains over morbidly long periods
of time. 4. To create open source products and build a strong community that will help with the
promotion and the development of the Ethereum Metal platform which will inevitably raise it’s value for
everyone involved. We intend to promote and market the Ethereum token vigorously before and after

the ICO sale for the beneﬁt and security of our token holders, and for the overall value and stability of
.the token.
Ethereum Metal has the added beneﬁt of storing your ETM tokens on the mobile, windows, or desktop
wallet of your choice with the ease of of an issued ETM card for all your payment needs.
3. Ethereum
Launched in 2015, Ethereum is a decentralized so ware pla orm that enables Smart Contracts and
Distributed Applica ons (ĐApps) to be built and run without any down me, fraud, control or
interference from a third party. Ethereum is not just a pla orm but also a programming language
(Turing complete) running on a blockchain, helping developers to build and publish distributed
appli

ons. The poten

appli

ons of Ethereum are wide ranging.

4. BREAKING DOWN 'Ethereum'
The applica ons on Ethereum are run on its pla orm-speciﬁc cryptographic token, ether. During 2014,
Ethereum had launched a pre-sale for ether which had received an overwhelming response. Ether is like
a vehicle for moving around on the Ethereum pla orm, and is sought by mostly developers looking to
develop and run applica ons inside Ethereum. Ether is used broadly for two purposes, it is traded as a
digital currency exchange like other cryptocurrencies and is used inside Ethereum to run applica ons
and even to mone ze work. Ethereum was not originally created to serve as a digital currency.
Ethereum Metal was created to be a fundamental digital currency to serve as a medium to trade
commodi es. Like Ethereum, Ethereum Metal can be used to “codify, decentralize, secure and trade just
about anything.” One of the big projects around Ethereum is Microso ’s partnership with ConsenSys

which oﬀers “Ethereum Blockchain as a Service (EBaaS) on Microsoft Azure so Enterprise clients and
developers can have a single click cloud based blockchain developer environment.” One of our goals for
the Ethereum Metal token is for the continuous promotion and evolution of blockchain technology in
general, and more speciﬁcally, the decentralization of the monetary system.

5. Ethereum: Approach and Methodology
The Ethereum blockchain has attracted much attention to itself in the last year and many companies
have decided to utilize it for their projects, exploiting the extreme ﬂexibility oﬀered by the "smart
contract" of Ethereum. This has caused a proliferation of Ethereum tokens but, at the same time and in
respect to promises, the user applications has not been in step in terms of usability and security level.
The reason for this is that Ethereum is a highly experimental technology still incomplete and in rapid
evolution. Furthermore, the "account based approach, enabled for the type of smart contract oﬀered by
Ethereum, is very weak regarding privacy.

6. Ethereum: Wallet Architecture Light Client
In Ethereum, the term "Light Client" means a technology that is the SPV correspondent of the Bitcoin
environment. Brieﬂy summarized, it consists in the ability of the "client" to verify all the hash chains
necessary to validate the information received by other nodes and concerning only its own Ethereum
address, without the need to download and validate the entire blockchain. Unfortunately, solid
implementations of Light Client Ethereum do not exist, they are all experimental, and still too heavy to

fun on on a mobile device. An Ethereum full node doesn't have the need to index all the transac ons
that concern an address (or even to know its balance); it does not index the data of the token, which
from his perspec ve are simple codes to execute (smart contract) that modify a group of generic data
con

u ng the memorized state in the blockchain. The indexing servers have the task to accomplish a

high-level analysis of all the transac ons of the blockchain, to index the movements by address, to ﬁnd
which represent movements of token and also to index the movements of token. This is an ac vity
which is too heavy to be done directly on mobile devices.
7. Mnemonic seed
Ethereum uses the same digital signature algorithm used by Bitcoin and many other blockchains. Bitcoin
has long deﬁned standards for key genera on and storage: BIP32 andBIP39. These standards deﬁne how
to derive many keys from a single seed, according to a hierarchy, and how to generate and use a
mnemonic word phrase to get seed for key genera ons.
8. Ethereum
Metal Wallet
8.
Mul -wallet
The
E current number of unique active users of cryptocurrency wallets is estimated to be between 2.9 million
and 5.8 million. The user adoption of various cryptocurrencies has really taken of, with billions in market cap and
millions of wallets estmated to have been ‘active’ in 2016. The main purpose of this wallet is integration with a
simple to use interface. The Ethereum Metal Wallet will allow users to manage and store their
ETM tokens safely
s to
and securely. The ETM wallet will beavailable in the IOS app store, Google Play, along with desktop and web
versions. It will allow users to store, receive and exchange ETM to Ethereum. No personal information or
registration will be needed to access your wallet, just your private key for security.

9. Transaction History
The Ethereum blockchain stores the status of each account directly. Hence, to know the balance of a
certain address it is not necessary to know which trans

ons it concerns. For this reason, most of the

wallet clients in circula on do not provide informa on on the history of transac ons (especially for ETH

receivables from other accounts). From a user perspective, the chronology of Ethereum or token
transfers is fundamental information nearly as much as the balance. To complicate things, the fact that
when we are in the middle of Smart Ethereum contracts (and all the tokens are smart contracts), there
is no longer a one-to-one correspondence between the concept of moving an asset and an Ethereum
transaction on the blockchain.

10. Ethereuem: "Smart" Assets
The Ethereum protocol introduced in the blockchain world the ability to write and then globally verify
the states of a general-purpose virtual machine residing on each single node of the network. This design
allows for generality and ﬂexibility in blockchain uses that go far beyond the simple transfer of value. In
addition to the ability to execute and certify the status of smart contracts, Ethereum blockchains can be
used natively to create and manage custom assets. These assets are actually smart contracts that are in
line with a well-known standard known as ERC-20. At present, it is not possible to enforce unique names
and symbols for ERC-20 tokens: users can then create new tokens that have the same name or symbol
as other pre-existing ones. This fact is a problem for a simple and secure use of the wallet: each token
has a diﬀerent Ethereum address but, being it a complex alphanumeric code, diﬃcult for human to read,
write, memorize and compare, each token is usually recognized with a Name, an abbreviation, and an
icon symbol.
11. Token Auto Discovery
In the status of an account stored on the Ethereum blockchain, you can only ﬁnd the Ethereum balance
but not the token one. In fact, the tokens - from Ethereum's point of view - are smart contracts like

every other one, and their balance remain within the state of the token smart contract. Hence it is
necessary for the user to know the balance for a speciﬁc token directly querying the smart contract
since there is no way to know in advance which tokens are owned by a certain account. Fortunately,
Ethereum transac ons that move Ethereum tokens are recognizable by a data structure stored in
blockchains, called transac on receipts. Indexing servers catalog all transac ons related to a speciﬁc
address, including token sh

12. ETHEREUM METAL ROAD MAP

2018
12. The Road Map

QUARTER 1

Jan: L

ng on Coinmarket Cap. L

Tokens Distributed
Begin trading on EtherDelta etc.
Development of Windows Wallet
ng on exchanges. Con nued promo on. We intend to push to have

the token listed on major exchanges.
Development of Android & IOS APP
Apr: Wallet Development
for iOSfirms
and Android.
Partnerships
with investment
Trading on all major crypto sites
Marketing
etc Wallets.
for Exchanges
iOS and Android
Jun:Campaigns
Beta Tes ng on

QUARTER 2

July: Desktop Wallet Development.

Token estimated ETM = 10 USD Price
Further development and marketing
of Market
token. Place.
Sep: Beta Tes ng for Desktop Wallet. Dec: Ethereum Metal

QUARTER 3

Desktop Wallet Development
Further Marketing & Promotion
100% functional wallets

QUARTER 4

